The Kazon-Oglan™ are a desperate people and as such, they are known to use desperate measures to attain their sinister goals. One of their more daring methods involves the use of a kamikaze-like ship called the Torpedo. The ship is literally rammed through the hull of an enemy spacecraft at a high rate of speed in order to board the targeted ship. When the Kazon™ Torpedo rammed the U.S.S. Voyager™, it was the first time that the structural integrity of the starship had been breached. The Kazon, after emerging from their ship, were able to steal a transporter module and escape through Voyager's cargo bay.


If you have any problems building this model, call our modeling tips hotline at: (800) 833-3570
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

READ THIS BEFORE YOU BEGIN

- Study the assembly drawings.
- Each plastic part is identified by a number.
- Scrape plastic from areas to be cemented.
- Check the fit of each piece before cementing in place.
- Do not use too much cement to join parts.
- Use only cement for polystyrene plastic.
- Models may be painted to match photos on box.
- Allow paint to dry thoroughly before handling parts.
- Scrape paint from areas to be cemented.
- For better paint and decal adhesion, wash the plastic parts in a mild detergent solution Rinse and let dry.

LEA ESTO ANTES DE EMPEZAR

- Estudia los dibujos de ensamblaje.
- Cada pieza de plástico se identifica por un número.
- En los dibujos de ensamblaje, algunos números de los • Raspe el laminado de las superficies que serán pegadas.
- Verifique que cada pieza encaje bien antes de posición.
- No use demasiado pegamento paraunir las piezas.
- Use únicamente pegamento paraplastico de poliestirena.
- El modelo puede pintarse de acuerdo con las fotografías de la caja.
- Permita que se seque la pintura completa mente antes de tocar las piezas.
- Raspe la pintura de las superficies que serán pegadas.
- Para una mejor fijación de la pintura y de las calcomanías, las piezas del plástico se puede lavar con una solución de detergente suave y seque al aire.

FEDERAL STANDARD COLOR NUMBERS

The box top can be used as a guide to paint your model, or you may wish to use the painting information on the back page of this instruction booklet to achieve a more accurate finish. The listed numbers refer to color samples printed in GSA SPECIFICATIONS. This publication is available from:

FEDERAL SUPPLY SERVICE BUREAU
GSA SPECIFICATIONS
470 EAST LAFAYETTE PLAZA SW
E5100
Washington, D.C. 20040

Write to GSA for information regarding current price and availability.

Be sure to include the kit number, part number, description, and your return address.

REVELL-MONOGRAM
Consumer Service Department
8601 Waukegan Road
Morton Grove, Illinois 60053

Every effort has been made to create and manufacture a model kit that is the finest available. If a part may be missing, please write to:

FLAT BLACK 88-0022 -
RED 88-0003 PMS 187C (FS-31359)
DESSERT TAN 88-0025 PMS 465C (FS-30475)
PURPLE 88-0010 PMS 521 (FS-27160)
DARK GHOST GRAY 88-0036 PMS 423C (FS-26280)
GREEN CHROMATE 88-0031 PMS 370C (FS-34230)
GREEN BRITE 88-0006 PMS 3415C (FS-34090)
COOPER - PMS 876C -
YELLOW 88-0005 PMS 109C -

GLANZLOSES SCHWARZ NEGRO APAGADO NOIR TERNE
ROT ROJO ROUGH
GELBRAUN CANELA BRUN CLAIR
PURPUR PURPURA POURPRE
DUNKELGRAU GRIS OSCURO GRIS Foam
GRUN CHROMAT CROMATO VERDE CHREMATE VERT
GRUN VERDE VERT
KUPFER COBRE CUIVRE
GELB AMARILLO JAUNE
DECAL APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Wash plastic parts in mild detergent solution, rinse and let dry.
2. Cut desired decal from sheet.
3. Dip decal in water for a few seconds.
4. Place wet decal on paper towel.
5. Wait until decal is movable on paper backing.
6. Place decal in position on model, face up and slide backing away.
7. Press out air bubbles with a soft damp cloth.
8. Mildness that may appear is for better decal adhesive and will dry clear. Wipe away any excess adhesive.
9. Do not touch decal until fully dry.

PAINTING NOTE:
Thin down some flat black until it is the consistency of water. Using a small hobby paint brush, apply some of the paint to a part of the model that has detail. Flow a little onto model and into the small cracks and crevices. The paint will settle in the small crevices and dry, creating a weathered appearance.